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BRIDGE ICTs in Education Focus Group 

Meeting report 

Thursday 29 January 2015 

Hosts: EDUNOVA and SAEP 

 

 

 

 

HOSTING OF THE NEXT FOCUS GROUP:  

● Host: Polyoak, Diep River 

● Date: 26th February 2015 

● Time: 12pm to 2pm 

 

 

DETAILS OF THE FOCUS GROUP 

 

Part 1: 12h00-12h20 - Introduction 

● Edunova opened the meeting providing context on the broader aspects of Communities of 

practice and the need to share information amongst similar minded people and organisations 

○ Edunova partners with BRIDGE to facilitate these sessions to share information and 

knowledge. 

○ Last year the discussion focused on coding/coding for kids 

○ This is a process of learning and collaboration. 

 

SAEP provided their organisational context 

○ SAEP offers a diverse range of programmes- primary, secondary, tertiary. They have an 

interest in education, especially in learners gaining academic and life skills not learnt 

through the South African education system.   

○ Sean from SAEP discussed the use of technology in schools, searching for any tool which 

is beneficial for education. At the primary schools: they provide advocacy and training 

teachers in IT, child care centres. In high schools they provide afterschool tutoring and 

remediation. There is also a bridging programme where matrics can upgrade their literacy 

skills to get better skills for university. 

 

● All participants ‘checked-in’ 

○ At least 2 members from several organisations represented: Organisations included 

Edunova, Greenshoots, Boys & Girls town, Principals Academy Trust, Polyoak, SAEP 

 

 

Part 2: 12h20-13h30 - Rapid Fire 

 

Speaker 1 – Computers 4 Kids Russell Pengelly 

● Presentation notes: 

○ Their focus is on kids becoming digital citizens, within Southern Africa. 

○ In 2012 they won the top technology award and are celebrating 20 years this year. 

○ They also provide relevant, up to date and endorsed, integrated ICT curriculum educator 

training and support. 

○ Work in primary, secondary, tertiary institutions. For both teachers and kids. 
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○ Believe teacher training is important- important to train teachers to use technology 

correctly. 

○ They offer a basic entry level section for adults; teaching how to write CV’s, wills, budgets, 

and to communicate officially. 

○ Have trained 6 million students so far. 

○ Training is CAP aligned and in line with National Curriculum Statement; also life-based 

deal with topics like drugs, AIDS, careers. 

○ Provide one copy to the schools and have offline and online options. 

○ Recently released the tablet version and they look to integrating tools: white boards, 

digital pens. 

○ Curriculum set includes implementation pack, core pack of 500+lessons incl lesson plans, 

assessments, admin tools. 

○ Certificate is recognised internationally and is aligned with emotional intelligence 

○ This is a for profit organisation so they do charge up to R2/R5 for each child but free 

teacher training but all 4 levels are given to a school. 

○ a demonstration was given of using the interface in different languages which was 

noteworthy 

■ There are several activities, programmes that can be used, including mouse skills, 

tech knowledge, posters for the class. 

  

● Comments raised: 

○ In training the teachers, they work with the IT coordinator closely so that teachers, school 

management, learners are ready to use this technology. 

○ Tablet version has less lessons. 

○ They assess the IT aspect, leave the in school assessment to teachers. 

○ Administration of e-content is also a big aspect. 

 

Speaker 2 – Numerics (Khan Academy) Kristin Thompson 

● Presentation notes: 

○ This organisation works mainly with mathematics highlighting the need for more 

mathematics skills in the country. 

○ A video was shown demonstrating the reality of mathematics within South Africa; short 

impact stories of the use of Khan Academy and Numerics. 

○ Numerics is not a content creator but rather use Khan Academy for their content. 

○ Put coaches into the school space to shepherd them through the process. 

○ They hold a maths camp once a year to encourage enthusiasm surrounding maths. 

○ “Changing learners’ attitudes towards maths.”- is the driving force behind Numerics 

○ They train coaches on Khan Academy and maths skills but do not use the curriculum, 

instead they use concepts; addition, subtraction, algebra, geometry etc. 

○ This is an after-school study process so kids need to apply to be part of the program. 

○ Their coaches are learning to be teachers and have excellent training to support this; 

however coaches don’t necessarily have to be a teacher they can be an enthusiastic 

member of the community wanting to help. 

○ Brief overview of using Khan Academy was demonstrated 

○ Allows learners to work at their own pace; plus the programme works out the pace of the 

child. Programme doesn’t let them ‘overdo’ the topics. 

○ Bandwidth issue: Numerics has made the Khan Academy videos available offline, then go 

online to complete the exercises. 

○ Allows for differentiation in the classroom and peer-learning is encouraged. 
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○ Many different dashboards to observe the progress of a class/learner working through the 

mathematical concepts. 

 

 

 

Q&A 

 

● SAEP and Edunova co-facilitated a discussion on E-Learning Content and the following points 

were raised: 

 

○ John Thole - e-content is a huge aspect of education which needs to be acknowledged 

within schools. 

○ How does a school/education facility use e-content: does it replace teachers or does it 

supplement the teaching process? 

○ We have to be careful of how we use the word e-content; it’s a generic term and loaded 

which needs to be unpacked and understood. 

○ Siyavula: suggestion to have them come in and share their process and their work. 

○ Value of IT- kids can work independently; however need to make sure they do not rely on 

technology to solve all problems.  ICTs can be a distraction too. 

○ Greenshoots: must work with all 3: hardware, software and “willware” (the teachers, the 

officials-the human touch) to get the basics right.  It is a move in the right direction. 

○ How do you disseminate or select the e-content/ process?   Should teachers make the 

decision- do the research, have a proposal, then move forward to the rest of the school? 

○ Suggestion of integrating technology into schools: Have a champion teacher to drive the 

process, then assess it based on the teachers success, then can move forward. 

○ There needs to a be framework to help mitigate against making incorrect decisions when 

introducing technology and e-content in schools.  

○ So many options out there for technology how do you chose which is the best option for a 

particular school? 

○ Go back to the schools; have the educational tools align with the issues in the school.  

Need to find out what are the weak areas within a school, then perhaps that is where the 

introduction of technology needs to be focused; or not focused.  The introduction of 

technology cannot be a quick process it needs to work together with the school. 

 

 

KEY LEARNING FROM THIS MEETING 

● e-Learning has various aspects to be explored, but there are lots of platforms and resources to 

be used. 

● There are many factors of a school/education environment which need to be considered when 

introducing e-learning. 

 

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP SPEAKER AND TOPICS 

● Siyavula 

 

● INSIGHTS AND REFLECTIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

● Alan: useful to talk about e-content and the use; some schools have resources overload which 

should be an area to be mindful of when investigating e-learning options.  

● Russell: great to be part of the discussion. 

● Kristin: Useful session. 
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● Fern: we need to make distinctions of e-learning and how it is used within schools/educational 

environment. 

● Caitlin: great to see the Khan Academy and the importance of its use to teach mathematics in 

schools. 

● Melvina:  the session was a reminder that technology is part of education now and need to get 

used to it. 

● Jo: important to understand the nuances of applying tech in South Africa yet there are creative 

uses of applications is helpful to be aware of 

● John: must remember the warm body aspect- teacher professional development is vital 

● Howard: appreciated the platform; learning is a social aspect; must be up to date with technology 

● Mark: was worried about credibility- yet pleased to see what others are doing with tech 

● Philip: nice to see what technology can be used; what teacher training can use. 

● Nicole: who is working in the industry, what is happening 

● Brenda: lots out there, good networking opportunity. 

 

 

Thanks to SAEP and Edunova. 


